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Chapter 1

Introduction
Foreword - several subjective words, author’s point of view.

Ecology. Economy. Energy.
Three important and well discussed topics, perceptibly connected, which politics across
the globe deal with. In the last decade, the world and mostly European Union (EU) have
finally begun to genuinely deal with ecology topics. During the developing of Europe,
ecology was neglected and overlooked. Its economy was primarily built up on coal, crude
oil, and natural gas. By growing the economy, we are still overlooking the nature needs.
The planet Earth responds by rising sea levels, more frequent local droughts, increasing
numbers of hurricanes, and other more frequent fluctuations. It is scientifically proved, the
world is dealing with global warming, chiefly caused by human [1], [2].

We are growing in all ways. Economy, affluence, and so the population. We are losing
track of sustainability and the sense of real wealth. We expect never-ending growth. We
have great tools to communicate, to share knowledge and to get any seeking information.
Maybe we were not ready for this information revolution. We are overwhelmed by informa-
tion, we are enticed by populism. We are searching for a quick and easy solution. As the
instant is not real, so the quick is not long lasting. The society polarisation is still growing,
year by year, crisis by crisis. Independent newspapers are attacked worldwide.

Infinite affluence rising is not sustainable for all of 7.5 billion inhabitants of the planet
Earth. Undeveloped countries are longing for a better future - economic growth - a piece of
affluence they see on Facebook. There are many ideas and several certain ways to aim for
the sustainable energy future. All of them start with the fossil fuels limitation, in particular
coal. The energy sector is major, however, the incomplete combustion in household heating
locally kills as well. Then the limitation of oil usage in transport and step-by-step reduction
of the CO2 emissions. We are facing many problems such as drought + clean water access
+ overpopulation → refugee crisis → disinformation + cyberattacks, and many others,
including global warming and energy-ecology unsustainability.
I Developed countries must find an ecological solution for the growing undeveloped one.
In other ways, these economies will be grown by energy from fossil fuels which cause sub-
stantial problems for future generations. It is not about electricity production, it is a much
deeper problem of primary energy usage.
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Figure 1.1: One of the most important charts to understand the primary energy consump-
tion worldwide. Pie charts represent primary energy consumption by source per country,
data 2018 [3]. Below pie charts is listed the annual energy consumption in [EJ] (black
colour) and its relative ratio (red colour). The plane chart lower represents historical rel-
ative data of the primary energy share (left y axis by [%]). The total primary energy
consumption word-wide is represented by red line the right y axis (red), data [4].

Generally, the economy (≈energy) growth is more or less balanced by environmental
degradation. If being focused on electricity production only - all countries are preparing
a long-term energy plan for 2050 based on their renewable energy potential. Nowadays,
there are several carbon-neutral energy sources available, including hydro, solar, wind,
geothermal, and nuclear energy. All of these sources have own pros and cons and usage
limitations. This thesis deals with base research in nuclear topics. Nuclear energy might be
a part of the possible solution for covering the base load with no direct emission of CO2. Its
life-cycle emission is similar to renewable energy sources. Existing nuclear reactors are the
most convenient for countries with low renewable sources potential especially. Although
nuclear energy belongs to the most safety energy sources (the lowest ”death per TWh“
ratio [5]), the public opinion is very fragile due to several serious nuclear accidents and
radiation incidents. Despite public opinion, the problems are mostly high cost and long-term
construction with often delays. If humankind expects that some carbon-free technology
revolution may arise in further years, it is very hard to make a long-term energy plan for any
country. Moreover, it is politically unpopular to take a considerable risk of making a long-
term decision with a enormous cost. Existing newest reactors of III+ generation represent
an investment of about 60 years, plus at least a decade of paperwork and construction. The
evolution of nuclear energy is expected by small modular reactor (SMR), smaller reactor
units with advanced technology, compact size, and lower cost. Other cons are the future
decommissioning due to radiation (which already calculated in life-cycle emission) and
mostly discussed long-term radioactive spent fuel.

There are conservative plans of long-term storage of SNF, however, there is a possibility
of reprocessing, and more challenging ones - the transmutation of a long-lived radioisotopes.
This technology of transmutation is able to ”convert“ long-lived and problematic isotopes
(usually very toxic) to a short-lived one, even with releasing some extra energy able to use for
potential customers (electricity generation). This dissertation deals with the base research
in the frame of ADS, chiefly focused on various experimental target heat generation.
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Chapter 2

Nuclear energy
The nuclear energy fascinates researchers and technical audience especially due to its high
energy density. The nuclear fission reaction releases roughly 200 MeV per one fission. Thus,
if all 235U atoms in one kg of pure 235U are fission, the energy density is about six orders
of magnitude greater than combustion of hydrogen. Moreover, hydrogen combustion has
not been commercially usable as a fuel yet. Humankind still burns fossil fuels. Ordinary
fossil fuels have about three times lower energy density than hydrogen, and moreover its
combustion releases a large amount of dangerous GHG. Its mining and further processes
are widely devastating nature. Magnitude of released energy by combustion is basically
in the same order with the energy released by digestion of food in the organism1. Energy
density is a simple answer to all questions about so-called ”nuclear madness“ during the
middle of the last century.

Although nowadays technologies do not allow to fission any fissile mass fully, the nuclear
fuel energy density is still enormous2 in comparison with combustion. As the nuclear fuel
is a very concentrated source of energy, it is very convenient for fuel transport and low
storage capacity requirement, which allows to ensure the energy security of a country for
several years.

2.1 Future expectations of NPP

Future of nuclear power production depends on several factors. Energy mix of each country
is one of the most important geo-politic decision. It depends on the country location and
environment. Flat countries can not count on water energy as well as less windy countries
do not support wind power turbines. Countries closer to the equator have a better condition
for photovoltaic power plants, but if they have an enormous site of gas in their territory,
the motivation to build up renewable sources is suppressed. Hopefully, there are political
agreements based on climate protection and carbon dioxide emissions reduction. However,
there are several strategies of carbon dioxide reduction, but there is one which all signatories
of Paris Agreement agree with - a coal reduction is mandatory.

In essence, it seems that nuclear energy will never supply more than 12 % of world
electricity consumption. If look into the future forecast of the energy mix and consumption
analysed by IAEA [7]. There are two scenarios. The final energy consumption was 427 EJ,
of which 80.4 EJ was electricity (18.8 %) in 2019. Based on the expectation, about 592 EJ

1For pure lipids, protein and carbohydrates, it is 39, 23 and 17 MJ·kg−1 respectively [6].
2For example, if some Pressurized Light-Water Moderated and Cooled Reactor (PWR) have burn-up

about 50 GWd·t−1
HM, it means that energy released from one kg of uranium is roughly 4.3 TJ·kg−1.
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will be consumed in 2050, of which 161 EJ (27.2 %) will be electricity. The world nuclear
electricity production was 2,657 TWh in 2019. Based on the low case scenario, it should be
2,929 TWh in 2050, which represents about 5.7 % of totally produced electricity. Based on
the high case scenario, it is 11.2 % of totally produced electricity. Present nuclear power
capacity 392 GWe should decrease to 363 GWe (low case) or increase up to 715 GWe (high
case). Analysts expect the real scenario somewhere between these two extremes.

The question is what these results mean for the future of nuclear energy. It is expected
that the nuclear reactor design will go through a revolution. Smaller mass-produced eco-
nomical units with high passive safety, so-called SMR presented nowadays, should be a way.
List of the SMR in research (Table 1.) [8] and all updated information find [8]. Moreover,
there is a Generation IV of nuclear reactors. It is a group of six reactor designs which were
selected by a special commission in 2001. It is Gas-cooled Fast Reactor (GFR), Lead-cooled
fast reactor (LFR), Molten Salt Reactor (MSR), Super Critical Water Reactor (SCWR),
Sodium-cooled fast reactor (SFR), and Very-high-temperature reactor (VHTR). The main
positive aspects of these chosen are - proliferation resistance, waste minimisation, higher
efficiency, and higher safety. Nuclear research worldwide is focused on these reactors.

There are some negative aspects of the current NPP - the spent fuel and its storage.
This topic is discussed in another section, just to be briefly mentioned, it is one of the most
problematic parts (if nuclear energy should be labelled as ”green source“). As well, it is
long-term lack of uranium. Both of these problems could be solved by the transmutation
process, which is going to be discussed in the following chapter.

2.2 Sub-critical Accelerator-Driven Systems

Accelerator-Driven Systems (ADS) [9] are studied for the last three decades, mostly due to
seeking a facility producing high energy neutrons able to breed fissile material for peaceful
usage. These fast neutrons are simply able to decrease the toxicity and radioactivity of spent
nuclear fuel. There were two main groups dealing with ADS technology during 1990’. The
first project was led by C. Bowman in Los Alamos National Laboratory [10]. The project
Accelerator Transmutation of Waste planned to use about 250 mA proton beam current
with energy about 1.6 GeV. The second project was carried out in CERN by C. Rubbia [11].
Unlike the previous one, this one was not dealing with nuclear fuel transmutation, but rather
deals with breeding fissile material by fast neutrons. Its name was The Accelerator Driven
Energy Production project, also called as Energy Amplifier. The project was expected to
use 1 GeV proton beam of 12.5 mA current. The transmutation is the key.

Finally, there are two main challenges of transmutation3 in the nuclear energy sector.
Ability to breed the fissile fuel, such as fertile 232Th or 238U, and decreasing spent nuclear
fuel toxicity and radioactivity of its long-lived radioisotopes. Breeding of fissile isotopes is
described by the following equation.

232𝑇ℎ + 𝑛 → 233𝑇ℎ
𝛽−

−−−−→
22.3𝑚

233𝑃𝑎
𝛽−

−−−−→
26.97𝑑

233𝑈

238𝑈 + 𝑛 → 239𝑈
𝛽−

−−−−→
23.45𝑚

239𝑁𝑝
𝛽−

−−−→
2.35𝑑

239𝑃𝑢

3Transmutation is a process when the number of neutrons or protons in a nucleus is changed. The
physical properties, such as half-life, activity, and radiation energy, are changed. The new nucleus is the
same element, but different isotope. On the other hand, if the number of protons is changed, another nucleus
arises with another charge, as well as the atomic number. In this case, the chemical properties are changed.
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This process can not be widely achieved in nowadays commercial reactors due to the
low probability of neutron capture, in detail discussed in [12] p.5-13, or [13] p.24-28.

The long-term radiotoxicity of the SNF is another topic, however it may be achieved by
similar techniques. The spend fuel composition depends on reactor type, fuel enrichment,
and its burn-up4 [14]. In the case of PWR with a burn-up about 50 GWd·t−1

HM, the inventory
of the spent fuel is about 93.4 % uranium (where 235U represented by 0.8 %), 5.2 % fission
products, 1.2 % plutonium, and 0.2 % minor transuranic elements (neptunium, americium,
and curium) [15].

Radioactive waste is produced by many radiation applications, such as electricity pro-
duction, or sectors such as health, food and agriculture, industry, and the environment.
Radioactive waste is a disposal based on the level of radioactivity, globally divided into
very low level waste (VLLW), low level waste (LLW), intermediate level waste (ILW) and
high level waste (HLW). The SNF belongs to the last mentioned level and its disposal has
very strict conditions. Due to its long-lasting radioactivity, toxicity, and internal heating,
it must be specially encapsulated into an engineered multi-barrier storage system. This
kind of SNF repository was already built in Onkalo [16], Finland. Therefore, the long-term
storage is one of the possible solutions, however it does not utilise the SNF potential.
The other more effective one is the transmutation of long-lived radioisotopes which decrease
the storage duration, in detail described in [13], p.9. Moreover, it opens great potential to
use the fuel much more effectively. Generally, the whole idea is called P&T (Partitioning
and Transmutation).

Transmutation of problematic isotopes may be achieved by two possible nuclear re-
actions - neutron fission or neutron capture. For long-lived acrfull FP is available only
the neutron capture and due to its low reaction cross-section it requires a suitable (rather
thermalised) neutron spectrum or (and) high neutron flux. However, the duration of the
transmutation process still takes a long time. The actinide transmutation requires rather
fast neutron spectra with even higher neutron flux, due to the fission reaction cross-sections
are in a similar range for all actinides, and moreover the neutron capture CS is much lower
(does not produce problematic higher actinides, such as Cm or Cf) . Since a very high
neutron flux required, the fast reactor is not sufficient (the releasing heat is proportional to
neutron flux production → cooling limits). For this reason, the spallation reaction is much
more suitable for high neutron flux production.

2.2.1 Spallation reaction and ADS summary

Spallation reaction occurs across many science disciplines such as astrophysics, radiother-
apy, radio-biology, geophysics, and all works dealing with accelerators. Despite this fact,
there is no generally accepted definition of this term [17]. In cosmic ray physics it is referred
as ”fragmentation“. The verb ”to spall“, means to chip with a hammer [18] or more modern
- to break into smaller pieces, especially in preparation for sorting [19], anyway the verb
dates from the mid 18th century [19]. Spallation refers to nonelastic nuclear reactions that
occur when energetic particles, for example, protons, neutrons, or pions interact with an
atomic nucleus [17]. The reaction can only occur if one of the reaction partners is a complex
nucleus. The received energy increases the interaction energy between nucleons in the nu-

4Burn-up is the fuel utilisation - it describes the amount of energy extracted from the fuel mass, usually
formulated in unit GWd·t−1

HM, where HM means heavy metal, which corresponds to the mass of the fuel.
The energy unit GWd is equal to 86.4 TJ, so the 1 GWd·t−1

HM ≈ 86.4 GJ·kg−1
HM.
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cleus. Therefore, the spallation or spallation reaction is a nucleon–nucleus or pion–nucleus
or nucleus–nucleus reaction, in which the energy of the projectile is larger than a tenth of
MeV per atomic weight. Actually, it is not certain that spallation occurs if the described
conditions are met, other reactions may occur. The spallation is a complex sequence of
nuclear and atomic interactions.

There is no clear separation barrier of spallation from the lower energy nuclear reactions.
There are several non-exact versions of spallation reaction descriptions, of which the shortest
one is: ”Spallation is a nonelastic nuclear interaction induced by a high-energy particle
≥50 MeV producing numerous secondary particles“ [17]. In essence, it is based on the
projectile ability to interact directly with the nucleons of the nucleus. This ability depends
on the De Broglie wavelength, which has to be less than the size of nucleus. For example,
1 GeV proton has 𝜆=9·10−14 cm, or 150 MeV has 𝜆=2.3·10−13 cm, but on the other hand
smaller energies as 10 MeV has 𝜆=9·10−12 cm, which is actually the size of heavier nucleus.

Components of ADS
One of the biggest advantages of the ADS is their safety due to subcriticality. It is a sort
of hybrid reactor which requires an external neutron source to sustain fission reactions in
the sub-critical fuel assembly. When the external source is switched off, the fission chain
reaction can not continue. This source of neutrons may be carried out in various ways.
This thesis deals only with a spallation neutron source by employing an accelerator with
high current, typically in units of mA, and high particle energy, roughly 1 GeV. The target
has to be a heavy metal, such as lead, tungsten, wolfram, or others. More suitable seems
to be liquid metals such as tungsten, liquid lead, or lead-bismuth eutectic, due to better
heat extraction and its operation possibilities at higher temperatures which allows wider
utilisation.
The most important parameter of the ADS concept is its energy gain, usually marked as G,
and the neutron production number, which is crucial for the design. The number of gen-
erated neutrons per incident particle (and final neutron spectrum) defines the capability
of fissile material breeding and the capability of nuclear waste transmutation. Due to the
high cost of a demo unit, projects are usually designed with multipurpose utilisation, in-
cluding medicine, material science, geological science, archaeology & heritage conservation,
and globally fast neutron applications.

Accelerator of ADS should be in the range of current roughly 10 mA for a demo unit
and further about 20→100 mA for the commercial power plant, in case of considering the
most economical 1 GeV proton beam. There are several accelerator variants, however, the
most economical is a cyclotron design. Unfortunately, the cyclotron design is limited by
either energy so the intensity. More variables are linear accelerators, which are mostly
used in ADS. Moreover, this accelerator type is usually more economical, primarily in the
case the accelerator facility consists of more than one accelerator and the expected particle
energy is achieved by acceleration step by step up to reaching the required energy value.

Target of ADS consists of heavy metal material due to the fact, that higher mass num-
ber of the target increases the neutron yield of the spallation reaction. As mentioned, the
heat generation inside of the target may cause problems with deposited heat transferring
to cool the target down. Charged particles (projectiles) lose their kinetic energy passing
through matter by excitation of bound electrons and ionisation. The heat is generated
chiefly by Coulomb scattering and ionisation loss as the projectile goes through the tar-
get. This dissertation thesis deals with experimental research of thick targets
suitable for ADS.

6
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2.2.2 Current research of ADS

There are dozens of research focused on ADS technologies. History of this research is very
well summarised in the previous colleagues works [20] (Czech) and [13] (English). Ongoing
projects and their potentials are well discussed by World Nuclear Association in [21] and
by IAEA in a summary publication [22]. The ADS are also discussed in connection with
molten salt reactors and thorium energy (for more information see [23] on p.495-521). As
the ADS research is not much dynamic, it has been decided to only shortly discuss the most
important ongoing projects. Two of them are in Europe, one is in China.

EES (European Spallation Source) [24] in Lund, Sweden, is not actually focused on
ADS, but it is an essential project for the future of ADS research. It is already in con-
struction which uses spallation source for many research activities. It is based on a linear
accelerator with maximum energy 2 GeV, average current 62.5 mA, frequency 14 Hz, and
peak power 125 MW (average 5 MW). The spallation source is made of a 4 t rotating
tungsten target (diameter of 2.6 m) which is cooled by liquid helium (-271 ∘C). Its neutron
production rate is about 80 fast neutrons per incident particle. This project does not di-
rectly deal with ADS, its neutron research deals with all branches like physics, chemistry,
geology, biology, and medicine. However, it is expected that reached knowledge helps in all
topics dealing with spallation targets, so the ADS.

MYRRHA project at SKC·CEN [25] in Mol, Belgium, is focused on the transmutation
of spent nuclear fuel. There is a synergy with pharmaceutic industry and besides the
research of transmutation, it will produce medical radioisotopes.
The financial support of the project, or rather the first phase of the project, has been signed
in 2018. It consists of 100 MeV accelerator (0.5 mA) which will be extended to 600 MeV
in the second phase by 400 m LINAC. The current of the LINAC should be 4 mA which
goes to the reactor. The pool type reactor will be cooled by 7,800 tons of lead-bismuth
eutectic [25]. The motivation of MYRRHA project is to revive the idea of the long-lived
radioisotope transmutation into much shorter living ones. Present technologies are able to
decrease the radioactivity of SNF from 300,000 years to about 10,000 years by reprocessing
(so-called MOX fuel). Transmutated SNF reaches similar radioactivity after about 300 years
of storage [25]. The last phase of MYRRHA should be finished until 2033.

ADANES complex project [26] at IMP in Lanzhou, China is dealing with ADS Burner
(ADB) and a system of Accelerator Driven Recycle Used Fuel (ADRUF). The ADB will
achieve transmutation of long-lived radioisotopes, fuel breeding, and energy production. At
the same time, ADRUF prepares the recycled fuel. The project is similarly divided into
several phases but should be finished already in 2030. The first phase was dealing with
breakthroughs of key technologies related to ADB and ADRUF (2011-2016). In the second
stage between 2018-2024, the construction starts of the high-power ADB research facility,
China Initiative Accelerator Driven System (CiADS) and an ADRUF with a hot cell and a
compact neutron source. The CiADS consists of a 2.5 MW superconducting proton LINAC
with 500 MeV and 5 mA, a liquid LBE cooled fast reactor with 10 MWt [26].

ADS research at JINR in Dubna
The early first research of spallation reaction or ADS began during the 1970s, however,
intense research in DLNP was started in 1990s. Based on this activity later arose a col-
laboration E&T RAW. Since the 90’s there is a continuous research dealing with various
topics - the neutron production studies; neutron transport; transmutation of actinides (in
n spectrum moderatednot); energy gain studies; or studies of transport code benchmark.

7
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Previous experimental targets

The ADS research group studied several experimental setups in previous years, very shortly
that were studied the following targets: the LEAD block target, GAMMA-2, GAMMA-
3, and The Energy plus Transmutation target. Its description is discussed in p.53-55 of
L. Závorka thesis [13]. Those targets were irradiated at all previously mentioned accel-
erators, based on the year of irradiation. The targets of which this thesis deals with are
described in following.

Phasotron accelerator
All experimental research of this thesis was performed at Phasotron accelerator facility
which consists of a proton accelerator with several channels for medical or experimen-
tal utilisation. It provides usually 1 𝜇A (3.2 𝜇A maximum) proton beam with energy of
660 MeV without an ability of energy tuning. However, it allows to use a beam with energy
200 MeV for direct irradiation inside of Phasotron - without using any extraction channel.
The accelerator diameter is about 5 m, mass about 7 000 t and magnetic field in the range
of 1.2-1.6 T. The electricity power consumption of the accelerator is about 1.5 MW and the
same for the beam extraction facility (the total power consumption is 3 MW). The experi-
mental channel in the experimental hall has been used for all performed experiments. Due
to this channel setting, the beam parameters are diametrically different to the experimental
channel beam extraction values. The irradiation channel beam parameters decrease a lot,
the current up to ≈ 1-3 % of the accelerator nominal values and the beam geometry (gau-
sian FWHM) increase approximately 4 times. These information were extracted from [20]
and discussion with the accelerator manager.

TA QUINTA The abbreviation QUINTA is based on its description: quasi-infinite ura-
nium target. It consist of 298 uranium cylinders (natU) located in five hexagonal sections.
While the first section has a beam window (cylindrical air hole) and contains only 54 cylin-
ders, each other section is equivalently fully filled and contains 61 cylinders per section.
The cylinder with diameter 36 mm and length 104 mm weight about 1.7 kg. In total it
consist of 512 kg natU.

BURAN
The BURAN is a sub-critical cylindrical blanket with length of 1 m and diameter of 1.2 m

consisted of 20 t of depleted uranium (0.3 % of 235U), covered by 10 cm of steel cladding.
BURAN has 72 measuring channels which may be equipped by activation samples or any
other measuring device (such as thermocouples - earlier planned to be apart of this PhD
research). In the centre of BURAN, there is a hole of 20 cm in diameter where a cylindrical
spallation target with a shape of 19 cm in diameter and length of up to 1 m is supposed to
be install. By reason of better neutron flux distribution, it is discussed to use a combination
of several target materials in a cylindrical shape with length of 5→10 cm (experimentally
studied by exp12 and exp13 ). Target description, visualisation, and experimental results
are shown and widely discussed in chapter 5.1 for the LEAD target and in chapter 5.2 for
the CARBON target. The BURAN is supposed to be an ”infinite target“ with a small
amount (about 15 %) of leaking neutrons (in comparison with 75 % of the QUINTA target,
data based on P. Tichý MCNPX simulations [27]). Experiments with BURAN have been
planned since 2019. Unfortunately, due to the combination of several complications, the
experiments have not been performed yet (written in the end of 2020).
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Chapter 3

Methodology
3.1 Temperature measurement and analysing methodology

There are many variants of how to measure the temperature. For several reasons, the small
diameter thermocouples T were chosen. It consists of two metals, copper and constantan
(an alloy of copper and nickel). The chosen thermocouples fulfil the requirement of the short
response time due to the chosen wire with diameter of 0.51 mm. To ensure as accurate
measurements as possible, the thermocouples are connected as a whole, without any cutting
and connection.

Data acquisition was performed by the National Instrument (NI) hardware with em-
ploying the LabView [28] software (also from the NI). The measuring cards (A/D converter)
NI9214 and NI9212 were chosen due to the best ration of accuracy/number of channels/-
cost. Converters were input to chassis cDAQ9174, also from the NI (more information on
the p.9).

Manufacturing of the thermocouples

One of the tasks was to measure 88 positions of the QUINTA target online. As the thermo-
couples needed to be used as a whole (for 22 m), about 2000 m of extended thermocouple
wire was required, including some reserves. To reduce the cost, the thermocouples were
self-made by using the thermocouples welder TL-WELD [29]. The low-cost thermocouple
extension wire was purchased in the length of 300 m, cut into 22 m length and welded. The
range of the measured temperature will be in range T𝑠 → (T𝑠+∆T), where T𝑠=temperature
of surrounded air, ∆T=temperature difference caused by target heating. The CJC must
be taken into account. Based on the pilot experiment, the ∆T was expected to be around
10∘C and surrounded air about 20∘C. The most suitable thermocouples for this application
are the thermocouples type T due to the highest accuracy, low impedance, and suitable
measuring range with satisfied voltage gain. The thermocouples were specially calibrated
by using linear approximation of derivative calibration equations from data sheets. The
dissertation uses for this value term ∆V 𝑔𝑎𝑖𝑛, are widely discussed in PhD thesis.

Electronics & data collection in LabView

The most crucial part of this experimental research was the right choice of the electronics,
chiefly the measuring card equipment. It must be as accurate as possible, since 1 𝜇V is very
roughly equal to 0.025 ∘C. The NI9212 and NI9214 fabricated by the National Instrument
company were chosen for the thermocouples and NI9217 for RTDs measurement.
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The data collection was realised by LabView [28] software. The earlier experiments were
measured by using its DAQ (Data Acquisition & Analysis) assistant. It is a useful and
easy to use tool, moreover it allows to set some basic parameters. Unfortunately, it does
not allow to read cold junction compensation (CJC) data. Thermocouples were loaded as
a voltage signal, without using internal calibration. For improving the measurement was
prepared another code in LabView written by using DAQmx.

3.2 Simulation by MCNPX and ANSYS Fluent

The experimentally measured data were compared with simulation. The MCNPX simu-
lation was calculated where the total heat deposition was estimated per chosen volume
and per created mesh. The target volume was partitioned into cubes with the edge size of
2 mm and for each cell was calculated the relative heat deposition [MeV𝑐𝑑𝑜𝑡cm−3·proton−1]
This 3D heat source distribution was approximated by several equations as a 2D rotating
heat source and defined as the specific heat source in ANSYS Fluent. That is the rela-
tive heat source distribution. The total number of interacting protons was estimated by
gamma spectroscopy method of irradiated Al and Cu activation foils and finally this total
proton number was recalculated over the irradiation time by using the relative monitoring
of the proton beam by proportional camera. Since proton current over irradiation time is
calculated, the heat power source can be defined by UDF of the ANSYS Fluent.

Monte Carlo N-Particle Transport Code simulation

The experiments were simulated by MCNPX 2.7.0., with employing the data library ENDF [30],
Intra Nuclear Cascade modeL INCL4 [31], and the ABLA fission-evaporation event gener-
ator [32]. Neutron and proton spectra were calculated for several experiments (only where
the samples were measured by gamma spectrometry method). Most of the simulations
in this thesis are mostly focused on the heat deposition determination. Each of the MC-
NPX simulations were fully performed by the author, except the QUINTA target, where the
QUINTA geometry model took over and rebuilt from the research work of M. Suchopár [33].

Heat transfer simulation by ANSYS

In this thesis were used calculations in Transient Thermal program and Fluent, partly by
using the Workbench environment. In the following pages will be described problems the
author dealt with, and finally, the used methods to calculate the required results. There
are many variables to estimate and many choices need to be done for each simulation. The
most problematic part was setting the variables for natural convection measurement and
primarily to define the heat source which proportionally depended on the proton beam
current and its distribution is spread through the whole target. It is widely described in
the full version of PhD thesis.
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Chapter 4

Experimental research - QUINTA

Figure 4.1: On the left side is shown the whole TA QUINTA without shielding with already
fixed thermocouples. The thermocouples were fixed directly to aluminium cover for front
and back side of each section by highly adhesive tape. On the right side, there is pictured
setup just before the experiment. The QUINTA was covered by cardboard box to create a
thermal boundary where convection is limited.

4.1 Δ𝑇 measurement of TA QUINTA heat generation
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Figure 4.2: TA QUINTA temperature measurement without shielding in the centre of each
section. This chart shows the problematic combination of the direct heating process and
the surface cooling. The most of the heat is released in the second section, but either, the
second section is cooled the most from the front side due to a hole in the first section. By
this reason, the front side of the second section is cooler than the back side. If first section
without hole, hypothetically, the front side of all displayed section would be warmer than
the back side.
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Figure 4.3: TA QUINTA temperature measurement without shielding with front-back dif-
ferences shown. This figure describes the phenomenon of the different cooling of each
section. Basically for each section, the front side should be warmer than the back one, due
to more reactions appear there. Even more significant contributor of the accumulated heat
loss is missing heat reflection of the first section, due to only 17 mm air gap between the
sections. In further it is already mentioned extra access of the cooler air taking away the
heat by natural convection.
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Figure 4.4: TA QUINTA temperature measurement without shielding, front side of the
2nd section. All measured position displayed. The chart consist of two additional zoomed
windows. Firstly, it is the first beam drop, and in further below the legend, it is the end of
irradiation (only cooling process and heat transfer occurs there without any direct heating).
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4.2 MCNPX simulation of TA QUINTA without shielding

There were two methods of heat deposition calculation. The first method uses the basic
heat deposition tally without meshing. Each cylinder is defined as a tally volume and sep-
arately calculated for each particle reaction contribution. It allows to separate the heat
deposition of the target (uranium cylinders with cladding, in total 298 pcs) and the heat
deposition released by the Al construction of the QUINTA target.
The second method calculate the fine target mesh deposition tally per each particle con-
tributing to heat deposition. It is very suitable for visualisation purposes and for better
understanding the target behaviour. The last mesh definition in this code (rows 301-306),
was used for controlling purposes. It consists of only one cell, which contains the whole
QUINTA volume (with extra 1 mm for each direction). It calculates the average value of
this volume relative heat deposition density.

The MCNPX code and its utilisation have been already discussed (p.10), as well the
visualisation methods by Python Seaborn. In these results will be shown only the final
heatmap charts, cylinders heating visualisation and tables with important data. Usually, it
is expected and appropriate, to share the MCNPX input file for controlling purposes. The
Python code visualisation was very similar to that which used for other targets plotting. To
make this dissertation more ”open-access“, all MCNPX results (output files) are enclosed
in full version of PhD thesis, or rather uploaded to Google Disk accessible for all BUT
students or employees.

The first method results:
The relative heat deposition of each cylinder was simulated for proton, neutron, photon,
pion reactions, and finally their summary per each section. Unfortunately, the visualisation
of cylinder heating is tricky to be clear. The best way is to use the heatmap (which already
used even better in further mesh). The summary per each section is shown in the following
2D chart with added total ratio visualisation by pie chart.
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Figure 4.5: This chart shows the relative heating of the uranium cylinders with Al cladding
per individual sections. Four sources of the heat are separated, based on the projectile of
the heating reaction (protons, neutrons, photons, and pions).
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The second method results:
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Figure 4.6: TA QUINTA - MCNPX simulation of relative heat deposition density sepa-
rated into individual particles which reactions contribute on heat deposition. Each chart
has unique maximum of the heatmap bar to describe the heat generation distribution per
each participating particle in detail scale. Upper part shows xy planes, and the xz planes
are displayed at the bottom. The proton reaction causes very concentrated heating due
to ionisation loses and globally phenomenon described in section 2.2.1, as the secondary
hadrons continues in direction of the primary particle for intra-nuclear cascade of spallation
reaction. Neutrons are spread randomly in all directions. The neutron heating is concen-
trated the most in the centre due to the highest neutron flux concentration (the most of
reactions), but it is much better distributed to surrounded target parts. The heat generated
by neutron reactions (mostly uranium fission) is radially decreasing up to the target border.
The gamma heating is well distributed through the target but it has much smaller total
heat contribution. Finally, the pion heating reactions. They are similarly spread as the
proton heating reactions due to their origin from the spallation reaction, in contrast with
the proton reaction heating, the pion reactions contribution is merely negligible.
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4.3 The results discussion

Experimental measurement:
Relative temperature measurement reflects changes of the target internal energy state, so
it allows to observe the relative heat changes. These heat changes are caused primarily by
three phenomenons. The first one, causing the heat increase, directs heating by nuclear
reactions in the volume of the measured surface (this one is required to be monitored).
The others two deal with the heat transfer - increasing of the internal energy state by the
heat accumulation from warmed parts, and decreasing by releasing accumulated heat from
the surface to surrounding parts. While the heat transfer from target direct heating is
transferred in volume mostly by conduction, the surface is cooled chiefly by convection and
radiation and the amount of transferred heat depends on the surrounding objects internal
energy state. They can accumulate the transferred heat or reflect it (if radiation occurs). It
is tricky to separate these three phenomenons by simple temperature change measurements.

For this reason, there is shown chart (Fig. 4.4) with very important temperature de-
creasing monitoring (when outage, the beam current is changed, or the irradiation ends). It
allows to separate the heat transfer from direct heating. The target direct heating is caused
by the proton flux occurrence, so its outage or changes affect the heat deposition directly.
Due to good conduction, this phenomenon is able to observe where the direct heating is a
major contributor of internal energy changes (sharp temperature changes). On the other
hand, if the internal heat changes are chiefly caused by heat transfer, the beam outage is
not affecting the changes of internal energy → the temperature changes are very smoothly
with some time delay which depends on the heat transfer rapidity.

To summary, the most directly heated parts are in the centre cylinders of each section,
see the black line as sharply decreasing since the beam drop (in Fig. 4.4). It is chiefly
caused by proton heating. Similar sharp trends with lower slope are shown in the positions
±60 mm - as vertically so horizontally, mostly in the second and third section. In essence,
the direct heating of the central target’s uranium cylinder depends on the beam position
and its flux. It is suitable to expect that the upper parts will be heated by heat transfer of
the warmer central part by natural convection, but of course all of the three heat transfer
processes occur. Temperature measurement is chiefly affected by the proton beam window,
which causes the quantity and rapidity increasing of the front 2nd section cooling.

MCNPX simulation:
The MCNPX simulation allows to simulate the heat deposition caused by various nuclear
reactions. Particles whose reactions caused the chief portion of direct target heating were
neutrons and protons. Besides these two, there were simulated minor contributor reac-
tions caused by photons (so-called gamma heating) and pions+. To compare the total heat
deposition by each contribution particle reaction, most of the heat is released by neutron
reactions (mostly fission), about 57 %, followed by proton reactions which contribute by
about 37 % and finally, the gamma heating contributes only 5 % and pions merely less than
1 %. The summary chart is shown in Fig. 4.5.
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Chapter 5

Other targets research
In the frame of this dissertation, another two targets were researched besides the QUINTA
target. These targets were irradiated and studied by several methods by reason to pre-
pare the most suitable target for sub-critical blanket BURAN, described in section 2.2.2.
Prolonged targets of lead and carbon were constructed and finally irradiated by 660 MeV
protons at Phasotron irradiation facility. These materials were chosen for detail study due
to their varied neutron spectra. The LEAD target produces dozens of fast neutrons, while
the CARBON target produces fewer neutrons at much higher energies. Based on the sim-
ulation, the lead material stops the 660 MeV protons in a distance of 30.7 cm (without air
gap) and for the carbon material it is in distance of 112.5 cm. By a combination of these
two materials can be prepared the most suitable target for future BURAN experiments.

Figure 5.1: Model of the LEAD (left) and the CARBON (right) target irradiation.

5.1 LEAD target
The LEAD target consists of twenty cylinders, each with diameter 19 cm and length 5.2 cm.
There was a problem with the lead material that the geometry is not easy to machine, so
the cylinder geometry has 1 mm tolerance, however, the cylinders contain small fragments
on the surface causing roughness up to 2 mm. Between each two neighbour cylinders, there
was an air gap for measuring purposes. If only thermocouple measurement was involved,
the air gap was minimal (primarily caused by rough geometry). After 2nd, 4th, 6th and 8th
cylinder, there were a larger air gaps where copper and lead activation foils are installed.
Mass density of the lead was 𝜌𝑃𝑏=11.35 g·cm−3. The total target length was 108.1 cm.
It was consisted of 104 cm of the lead and 4.1 cm of several air gaps. In principle, only
first 6 cylinders significantly interact with protons. The target was irradiated by 660 MeV
protons for 265 min excluding several of the planned beam pauses (purpose of cooling
observation).
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5.1.1 Temperature measurement of the LEAD target
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Figure 5.2: Thermocouples temperature measurement of the LEAD target (exp13 ). The
temperature was measured by thermocouples on back-side of each cylinder. Only front
6 cylinders are significantly contributing on heat generation (discussed on page 17). This
phenomenon is confirmed by experimental temperature measurement. If the cylinder gen-
erates significant heat, the increasing temperature should correspond with the proton beam
occurrence. On the other hand, beam outage should causes the target cooling → temper-
ature should decrease when beam absence. If these conditions are visible by ∆𝑇 measure-
ment, the measured temperature increase is caused by any of the heat deposition reactions.
If the cylinder temperature is increasing very slowly and does not respond to beam oc-
currence, the increased temperature is probably caused by heat transfer from surrounding
parts (cylinders heated by particle reactions). It is represented by cylinders 7-10. Other
cylinders are not displayed for better clarity (negligible ∆𝑇 ).

5.1.2 Simulation of the LEAD target by MCNPX and ANSYS Fluent
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Figure 5.3: Relative total heat deposition per each cylinder of the LEAD target (proton,
neutron, photon and pion+ reactions included). Axis x represents the number of cylinder,
axis y represent relative heat deposition of each cylinder to the total target heat deposition.
The heat deposition mesh tally was calculated for the whole volume, however due to its
larger size it is not shown in shorten version. By its results was approximated the heat
power source.
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Fluent simulation results
The fluid temperature (target cooling by natural convection) was monitored over the irradi-
ation time. The solution animations were created and are available on YouTube dissertation
channel. The 3D static visualisations of the ANSYS Fluent simulation are shown in Fig. 5.4

Figure 5.4: Fluent simulation results of the LEAD target temperature distribution in var-
ious irradiation time and various planes. On the left side is shown the 3D temperature
visualisation in irradiation time 20,500 s. The solid of cylinders 8,9,10 is visualised. The
right side of the figure shows yz plane on the top and two xy planes at bottom part. The
irradiation times are listed in the respective figure screen.
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of the ∆𝑇 for ANSYS Fluent simulation and experimentally
measured data - final results. The achieved results are discussed in following section.

5.1.3 Results discussion - LEAD target

The LEAD target was irradiated by 660 MeV protons for 5 hours including several irra-
diation pauses for target cooling monitoring and for monitoring heat transfer through the
thermal insulation. The temperature measurement reflects the proton flux without extra
delay. Such a tiny proton beam current changes as 0.6 nA (from 2.6→3.2 nA) lasting less
than 20 s was reliably detected by TC probes. Temperature changes were measured in the
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back-side surface centre of each Pb cylinder. Due to negligible ∆𝑇 changes of more distant
cylinders, only the first 10 cylinders are shown in charts. About 99.7 % of the heat was
released in the 30.7 cm of the lead. In summary, 95.12 % of the total target heat was gener-
ated by protons reaction, 3.03 % by photons (gamma heating), 1.17 % by pion+, and about
0.68 % of the total heat was generated by neutron reactions. The thermal power distri-
bution in the cylindrical volume was calculated by MCNPX, approximated with a Python
script by several equations, including its dynamic changes caused by proton current insta-
bility during the whole irradiation time. These equations were written in C language to
User Defined Function (UDF) and used as a dynamic source definition for ANSYS Fluent
heat transfer simulation. The current of the proton beam over the irradiation time was
calculated based on relative current monitoring by gas-filled ionisation chambers, combined
with the estimated total number of interacting protons acquired by the activation foil tech-
nique (Cu and Al foils evaluated). The frequency of the proton beam current monitoring
is about 0.06 Hz.

The final comparison between the experimental data and simulation is shown in Fig. 5.5.
The simulation fits very well the experimental measurement. The maximal simulation
error is about 7.5 % for the third cylinder measurement. It is caused by several factors.
On the surface of the target was fixed the experimental samples by paper tape and a
cardboard construction was inserted between cylinders. It influences the heat transfer a
lot. The construction parts which were holding the target are not simulated, as well as the
ionisation chamber on the front side of the target. It changes the fluid cooling behaviour
in the real experiment. The roughness of the Pb cylinder geometry and sharp surface
fragments cause the uncertainty of the volume for simulations in MCNPX and Fluent.
Finally, there are ANSYS Fluent model uncertainties caused by the approximated heat
source definition (uncertainty up to 5 %) and the mesh roughness in more distant parts.
The ∆𝑇 measurement uncertainty also slightly contributes to the total experiment vs.
simulation error.

The experiment of neutron flux monitoring shows very interesting results. The two
geometrical similar probes of Ta and enr.U materials were placed at similar neutron flux,
covered by thermal insulation and its heating was monitored by very accurate TC mea-
surement. The dependency of ∆𝑇 to proton beam current changes were monitoring. This
measurement is very dependent on the thermal insulation quality, data acquisition setting,
and surrounding fluid conditions. The direct heating can be determined due to several
beam outages - heat transfer from the warmer target has a delay, and is suppressed by
thermal insulation. By this measuring method is even visible (detectable) such a small
proton current change as mentioned 600 pA. This method is suitable for short irradiation
pulse monitoring. Tiny volume probes are very sensitive, however, the measurement sen-
sitivity should be studied in laboratory conditions with unified neutron source utilisation.
It was planned to compare the experimental results with the MCNPX simulation of the
heat deposition and the neutron flux of the neutron leakage to discuss the sensitivity and
accuracy of the measurement. Finally, it has been decided to publish these results directly
in the prepared publication.
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5.2 CARBON target

The CARBON target consists of ten cylinders, each with diameter 19 cm and length 10 cm.
The air gap realised for measuring purposes (for the thermocouples measurement and ac-
tivation foil installation) was about 1 cm thick, located after each even cylinder. Mass
density of the carbon was 𝜌𝑐=1.8 g·cm−3, based on the manufacturer data sheet. The total
mass of the whole CARBON target was about 51 kg. The total target length was 104 cm
(consisted of 10×100 mm of the carbon cylinders and 4×10 mm of air gap). Due to a low
reaction cross-section of carbon, some particles are going through the target (the proton
beam Bragg peak would be located in the carbon length of 112.5 cm, based on MCNPX
simulation). The target was irradiated by 660 MeV protons for 277 min excluding several
unplanned beam outages caused by beam instability, see the Fig. 5.7. Actually, the beam
instability had a positive effect for the target cooling monitoring, to estimate the direct
heating caused by beam occurrence, and finally, for the comparison of experimental vs.
simulated dynamic data. The total experiment duration was about 336 min and the total
number of incident protons was determined to Np= 2.40(19) · 1015. The beam parameters
were: 𝐹𝑊𝐻𝑀𝑥=35.1 mm, 𝐹𝑊𝐻𝑀𝑦=34.6 mm, 𝑥0=-5.1 mm, 𝑦0=-0.1 mm.

Figure 5.6: The 3D CAD model visualisation of the CARBON target is shown on the top of
this figure. At the bottom part, there are real photographs from the experiment preparation.
The final installation of the target is shown on the most left side, the thermocouples and
activation foil installation by author (wearing glasses) and salt ampules samples by D. Král
(black hair) is shown in the centre, and finally the CARBON target ready to be irradiated
on the most right side (with the proton beam direction label).
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Figure 5.7: The proton beam current during the CARBON target irradiation.
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5.2.1 Temperature measurement of the CARBON target
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Figure 5.8: The main temperature measurement at the position ”A“ of the CARBON
target is displayed on the left axis y together with the proton beam current on the right
y2 axis. Based on the temperature measurement results analysing it must be stated that
the heat is distributed quite evenly, as in the radial direction, so along the target length.
As the protons interact with the target along whole length, the temperature is uniformly
and slowly decreasing along the target length. The maximum of measured temperature
differences reaches about 3-time lower values in comparison with the LEAD target. It
is caused mostly by lower proton interaction of carbon, therefore the Pb target releases
the heat in much smaller volume, and generally there is different specific heat constant.
Zoomed part of the experiment beginning is shown on the right side by reason to discuss
the temperature measurement sensitivity of surrounded conditions. The experiment was
prepared in advanced. The instruments were installed and the measurement was started
about 24 hours before the experiment has begun, to get steady temperature of target and
electronics. Unfortunately, one of our colleague was installing some instrument during
14:15-14:30 → T of the 2nd pos. increased.

The thorium sample was installed inside of the CARBON target to compare the temperature
of Th and temperature of the target. Based on the expectation, the Th sample reaches
higher direct heat power density than the carbon material if the proton beam occurs (higher
heating reaction cross-section). It was measured and analysed by very accurate technique
and the results of the measurement are show in Fig. 5.9.

Finally, the linear regressions of each ∆𝑇 peaks are compared together and the median
of all peaks is calculated per each position. Peak boundaries and the beam current are not
important due to the calculation of relative values. Results are presented in the following
Tab. 5.1, including the data from MCNPX simulation, which are widely discussed in the
next section.
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Figure 5.9: Direct particle reactions heating of the Th samples, monitored by temperature
measured by highly accurate TC type E for the CARBON target irradiation.

Table 5.1: Relative comparison of the thorium sample direct heating

Method of the Th direct heating comparison z=20cm z=41cm z=62cm z=83cm
Relative ∆𝑇 measurement by TC type E 100% 70% 55% 48%
Relative heat deposition, MCNPX simulation 100% 78% 58% 46%

The comparison of ∆𝑇 relative values with rel. heat deposition values calculated by
MCNPX can bring interesting ideas for future more detail study. If the beam changes are
rapid enough (heat transfer delay is much longer) → temperature probes with a suitable
sample might be very cheap detectors of the relative flux changes. In this case the thorium
sample has been used, but in principle more common materials can be used.

5.2.2 Simulation of the CARBON target by MCNPX and ANSYS Fluent
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Figure 5.10: Relative heat deposition density of the CARBON target simulated by MCNPX
- all heating particles are involved.
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ANSYS-FLUENT simulation setting and results
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Figure 5.12: Comparison of the ∆𝑇 for simulation and measured data. On the left side
is shown whole experiment time, right side figure shows zoomed part of the irradiation
beginning. This simulation suffer of several inaccuracies, such as missing small block of
thermal insulation between cylinders at measuring positions, slightly overestimated heat
source, neglected experimental other samples and materials installed on the target surface,
and primarily, neglected surrounding air temperatures changing during the experiment. For
comparing purposes, the measured ∆𝑇 was offset to the beginning irradiation time, how
ever it was not steady state, see zoomed part of Fig. 5.8. Results are widely described in
the following discussion.
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5.2.3 Results discussion - CARBON target

The CARBON target experiment consisted of several measurements. On the one side, there
were offline monitoring of the neutron flux and its spectrum by an activation foil method
(colleague research). On the other side, there were experiments based on very accurate
temperature measurements. Unfortunately, the first-mentioned measurement affected the
accuracy of the temperature measurement due to its requirement to have quick access to the
target. For this reason, it was impossible to create ideal measuring conditions. However,
this experiment was successful and brought many interesting results.

The proton beam instability was used for detailed monitoring of dynamical changes in
the experimental setup, such as target cooling when the beam outage occurs, and primarily,
the direct Th sample heating placed inside of the target. This part of the experiment studied
a very cheap method of proton flux monitoring by accurate temperature measurement of two
different materials. The ∆𝑇 of the CARBON target and thermally insulated Th samples
were measured in a similar position at four different target lengths (different proton flux)
and compared to the first measuring position. Based on the temperature measurement,
which suffers from several simplifications, the relative proton flux was 70 %, 55 %, and
48 % for second, third, and fourth measuring positions. Based on the MCNPX simulation,
the relative proton flux was 78 %, 58 %, and 46 % with respecting the previous order.
It is a very interesting result of base research and should be more detailed studied in
laboratory conditions. It can find usage in specific applications of proton or neutron flux
occurrence monitoring. This method has many disadvantages, however, due to modern
electronics, suitable utilisation can be found. The following research of this topic should be
aimed at sensitivity analyses and experimental comparison of various materials in laboratory
conditions with unified p/n flux source.

The heat generation monitoring of the cylindrical CARBON target irradiated by 660 MeV
protons was carried out by accurate temperature measurement. These results were later
compared with MCNPX simulation and ANSYS Fluent calculation. The utilisation of these
tools is common - heat transfer simulations (ANSYS Fluent, OpenFOAM, Autodesk CFD,
COMSOL Multiphysics, or others) are widely using in the industry, design and many other
branches as well as particle transporting codes (MCNPX, Fluka, GEAT, or others), which
are primarily used in medicine, science, industry and others. There are also applications,
however, not so often, where these two totally different simulations are employed together,
such as nuclear reactor design, spallation target experiments, or similar problems. In these
cases, the heat is deposited by particle reactions in the simulated object and its transfer
is monitored to ensure the limits of destruction (for experiments or testing) or to simulate
transfer efficiency, structure stress, or others values. The CARBON target experiments (as
well as the LEAD target) combine slightly complicated parts of these simulation possibilities
- asymmetrical volume heat deposition which is various over irradiation time in combination
with the simulation of natural convection heat transfer at lower temperature differences.
Asymmetrical heat deposition was approximated by several equations generated from the
written Python script, the variable behaviour over time was defined by Fluent User Defined
Function (with using gamma-ray spectrometry method to estimate the total number of in-
teracting protons, and accelerator ionisation chamber for relative proton beam monitoring
over time). The most problematic part was the Fluent simulation. It took plenty of time,
several consultations with ANSYS Fluent experts and a high number of sensitivity analyses
to set the model and outer conditions accurately. Heat transfer simulation was also depen-
dent on outside weather condition, which has been taken into account as well. Finally, the
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comparison of experimentally measured data with purely simulated data was performed.
There is one more problem in temperature measurement because one of our colleagues was
carelessly installing some instruments on the front side of the experimental target, so the al-
ready stabled target temperature was interrupted. The whole target temperature increased
for 0.06 ∘C, however, the first measuring section increased for 0.14 ∘C. It complicates the
comparison due to the irradiation was not started in the target temperature steady-state.
This problem is shown in zoomed Fig. 5.8 on the right side. For this reason, the ∆𝑇 offset
is set to the time just before the irradiation starts.

The simulation reaches the maximal error during the irradiation of 11.1 % (in principle
lower due to the discussed offset setting) for the highest temperature at the end of irra-
diation, see Fig. 5.12 (measured 3.0 ∘C, simulated 3.36 ∘C). For the second position, the
maximal relative error is 3.9 %, for the 3rd position it is 1.85 % and finally, for the 4th
5.7 %. It is a very good result, moreover, if having in mind the complexity of this sim-
ulation placed in limited experimental conditions. The ANSYS Fluent simulation should
be recalculated with a softer mesh, primarily in the upper target region (cells in the upper
part are too large, the quality of the heat transfer simulation is not ensured). The model
should be more accurate - thermal insulation and irradiation samples between sections are
not simulated, which can increase the measured temperature in the lower temperature re-
gion. The approximated thermal power distribution is slightly overestimated. The internal
thermal power distribution should be rather directly mapped from the MCNPX mesh tally
results - it will be much more accurate and it includes asymmetrical power distribution.
Unfortunately, this method (mapping) was unknown to the author at the beginning of the
simulation process. The utilisation of approximated equations and UDF definition was very
laborious, complicated, and finally, less accurate.

In summary, the used technique brought very interesting and pretty accurate results. It
is possible to compare pure experimental data with the advanced simulation (a combination
of several simulation + experimental methods).
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

The extensive research performed in the frame of this PhD thesis goes through several topics.
Experimental measurements were performed at JINR in Dubna and dealt with neutron and
proton flux monitoring, gamma-ray spectrometry method, and accurate ∆𝑇 for the purpose
of target heat generation monitoring. Research compares the experimental measurement
with simulation. Data acquisition was performed by LabView. Experimental data were
analysed by advanced Python scripts with various libraries usage - pandas and numpy for
data manipulation and matplotlib and seaborn for visualisation, and other commonly used
libraries. Irradiated samples and foils processed by gamma-ray spectrometry were measured
by HPGe detectors in YaSNaPP laboratory at JINR.

Irradiated experiments were simulated by the particle transportation code MCNPX. The
heat deposition was estimated per volume and as a volume mesh to estimate its distribution.
The total number of protons interacting with the target was estimated by Cu and Al
activation foil (gamma-ray spectrometry). Due to the proton beam being dynamic over
time and the power distribution is proportional to the beam current, the dynamic power
distribution was calculated based on the relative proton current monitored by gas-filled
ionisation chambers. The transfer of the generated heat was simulated by ANSYS Fluent.
The 3D specific heat distribution was approximated by several equations and interpreted
by UDF to the Fluent. Time dependent experimental results were compared with the
simulations. Although several simplifications are used, the experimental vs simulation
uncertainty is about 11 % for the CARBON target and about 7.5 % for the LEAD target.
If the simulation complexity is taken into consideration, the results are very sufficient.
Moreover, the ANSYS Fluent calculation is going to be improved since academic licence
is available. Based on the experience of 2D simulation, it is expected that the 3D Fluent
simulation improvement by softening the mesh will be significant. When the MCNPX
results will be mapped into the ANSYS and the source asymmetry will be taken into
account, the uncertainty of simulation vs experiment is expected to be better than 5 %
(with softer mesh of larger fluid volume).
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Small proton beam current changes (such as 600 pA) for the LEAD target experiment
were detected by the target ∆𝑇 measurement, as well as by neutron leakage heating probes.
It means that the ∆𝐼𝑝=600 pA causes a measurable change of the neutron flux in the ra-
dial distance 13.5 cm. Generally, the neutron leakage flux monitoring was carried out by
natU or enrU probes for the TA QUINTA and the LEAD target, where spallation neutron
leakage occurs. For the TA QUINTA short irradiation, the direct internal heat increase
comparison between the under third and second section was about 77 %. For long irradia-
tion, the measurement is affected by several errors caused by the heat transfer from the TA
QUINTA (difference thermal insulation) and the problem with TC connection - they were
not connected to neighbour channels (CJ could reach slightly different temperature during
the irradiation) due to the author mistake. Based on MCNPX simulation, the ratio of the
heat deposition between these two positions is 84 %. It is very good correlation. The rep-
etition of this experiment without the mentioned mistakes was planned but unfortunately,
has not been performed yet. The lead neutron leakage monitoring by a similar technique
reaches very good results.

The proton flux was measured by a similar method inside of the CARBON target.
The relative proton flux was estimated by four tiny volume thorium probes. Probes were
placed at four distances inside of the CARBON target. The uncertainty between the rel-
ative temperature comparison with MCNPX heat deposition simulation is about 11 % (if
the MCNPX simulation reference), see p.22. The reached sensitivity was very high, the
maximal measured ∆𝑇 was in this case merely 9 mK (with using a statistic function and
data filtration). It must be stated that all of these experimental data comes from base ex-
perimental research and it should be studied in detail at laboratory conditions with unified
sources. In principle, these results are a kind of parallel product of the main experimental
heat generation research.

In summary, this kind of research was unique in the JINR ADS research group and
brought important data about the opportunities and limits of these measurements. The
author tested several methods and prepared a complete methodology of the measurement.
There is included the thermocouples manufacturing, testing, and calibration. There are
described troubles with data acquisition and its solutions. Due to larger data packages of
measured and simulated data, there is a widely discussed Python scripting language utili-
sation. Most of the used scripts are enclosed, including a detail video manual enclosed on
YouTube dissertation channel. Simulation by MCNPX, volume meshing, its visualisation,
and primarily the method of 3D heat deposition distribution approximation by equations
are widely discussed. The final solution is shared (uploaded to this thesis cloud). There
is discussed the ANSYS Fluent simulation and its challenges. Due to dealing with natural
convection in a large volume experimental hall, it is a very sensitive simulation. Detail
manual of the model creation and setting is enclosed on YouTube as well. Many 3D mod-
els, simulations, and codes were made during this thesis processing - they are available on
the Google Cloud Platform, based on BUT - Google cooperation. These files are accessible
to all BUT students and academic staff. All links are listed in the last three pages of the
appendix. These open access data hopefully help students to boost the learning process
rapidity or help researchers to use the described programs and tools more easily due to
enclosed tutorials.
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Abstract:
Sub-critical Accelerator-Driven Systems (ADS) technology is able to deal with spent nu-
clear fuel (SNF) of present nuclear reactors, by using transmutation technique of long-lived
radioactive isotopes. As well, the ADS technology is solving the potential problem with
the lack of 235U by possible utilisation of 238U or abundant 232Th. This doctoral thesis
deals with research on the topic of spallation reaction and heat generation of various ex-
perimental targets in the frame of base ADS research. All experiments, in total 13, have
been performed at Joint Institute for Nuclear Research (JINR) in Dubna, Russian Federa-
tion, during years 2015-2019. Various targets were irradiated as 512 kg of natural uranium
target QUINTA, elongated cylindrical lead target and carbon target, or lead bricks target
by 660 MeV protons at the irradiation facility Phasotron at JINR. A special experiment
was performed with irradiation of two small natU cylinders the QUINTA consist of. The
author mostly investigates the heat generation by proton reactions (inelastic scattering,
and ionisation looses) which are part of spallation reaction including Coulomb scattering
(or Rutherford scattering, which represents elastic scattering of charged particles); neutron
reaction (mostly contributed by fission); pion+ reaction; and finally gamma heating, the
heat generated by photon capturing. The temperature was experimentally measured by
highly accurate and specially calibrated thermocouples. The temperature was measured as
on the surface, so inside of the target. Additional research was aimed at neutron leakage
monitoring by ∆𝑇 measurement of tiny volume probes by accurate thermocouples. The
first probe contains a small amount of fissile material and the second one of non-fissile ma-
terial with similar material characteristics. Leaking neutrons (neutron flux outside of the
target) were detected due to direct heating of fission reactions. This work deals with accu-
rate temperature measurement by thermocouples. It uses the LabView software for data
acquisition, the National Instrument hardware for measuring, and Python 3.7. for data
manipulation, analysing and visualisation (with employing several libraries). The particle
transportation is simulated by MCNPX 2.7.0. and finally, the heat transfer and surface
temperature estimation are simulated by ANSYS Fluent (or ANSYS Transient Thermal for
simpler problems).
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